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Axiomatic Design has been applied and developed as a tool, offering a scientific 
basis for design and improving design activities. Axiomatic Design has been used in 
various fields such as software system design, structure design, and product design. 
However, several challenges and limitations exist in Axiomatic Design including: the 
inconsistency in identifying design parameters, existence of coupled design, and multiple 
groups of functional requirements and design parameters. Aimed at using Axiomatic 
Design to generate conceptual solutions in engineering design while overcoming its 
limitations, a formal ontology is developed. The ontology defines functional 
requirements, design parameters, concepts, components and variables and their 
relationships. Axioms and rules of the Axiomatic Design ontology are discussed and 
summarized, which helps users understand the design issue deeply. The Axiomatic 
Design ontology is demonstrated to the car seat design as an example. Specific axioms 
and rules are generated and analyzed while the classes of concepts and components are 
built. With the help of the Axiomatic Design ontology and its axioms and rules, several 
example concepts are generated and then compared and analyzed. The Axiomatic Design 
ontology provides numerous design concepts and potentially helps users increase their 
creativity. The Axiomatic Design ontology allows coupling system to exist as the 
possible solutions. Besides, other factors need to be considered and other tools are 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 
This chapter outlines the main research objectives. It describes the specific 
research questions that are being addressed the tasks that need to be completed to address 
the research questions and the scope of the research. 
1.1 Background and motivation 
Axiomatic Design is one important tool for engineering process. However, there 
are some limitations when applying Axiomatic Design to the engineering design process. 
Knowledge representation is used to define the fact of objects, it can also share and reuse 
the information in contains. 
The goal of the research is to present the ontology development approach 
based on Axiomatic Design, using axioms and rules to facilitate the design process, 
while compensating its limitation. The AD ontology combines the advantage of 
ontology and Axiomatic Design and increases the design creativity at the same time.  
1.2 Research objective 
The primary objective of this research is to create an Axiomatic Design ontology 
to generate design concepts by combining basic level concepts and analyze the concepts 
based on Axiomatic Design axioms and rules. The Axiomatic Design ontology includes 
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the advantage of knowledge representation and axioms of Axiomatic Design, while 
addresses the limitations of Axiomatic Design to benefit the design process. 
1.3 Research questions 
The questions address in this research are stated as: 
RQ1: What tools can we develop to address the limitation of Axiomatic Design 
which suggest a certain DP level, allow a coupled design to exist, and provide multiple 
groups of DP to select?  
RQ2: Can we combine the ontology and Axiomatic Design to 1) facilitate the 
design process and 2) define and share design knowledge and experience?  
1.4 Research tasks 
To address the research objective, the following tasks and question are propesed: 
1. Define the ontology based on Axiomatic Design and its axioms and rules. 
2. Apply the AD ontology to the seat design case study, analyzing the benefits of the 
ontology by the example generated.  
1.5 Scope of the research 
The scope of the research is limited to the development of the AD ontology and 
its application for the seat conceptual design case study. The research questions can be 
solved by implementing the general and specific Axiomatic Design axioms and rules in 
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the ontology. The axioms and rules facilitate the design solution selection process, while 
the AD ontology addresses the following issues: 
1. Provide various concepts in certain DP level as design solutions 
2. Suggest the coupling situation of selected concepts based on Axiomatic Design 
axioms and rules. 
3. Encourage designers to combine basic level concept to generate new concepts 
which helps increase their creativity. 
4. Discuss the reason causing the limitation of Axiomatic Design and strengthening 
the application of Axiomatic Design by analyzing the case study examples. 
The remaining chapters of the thesis will explain the development of the AD 
ontology, elucidate the application of the AD ontology in the seat design case study, and 
analyze the benefits and shortcomings of using the AD ontology during the conceptual 
design process based on the result of the case study. 
1.6 Thesis outline 
In this thesis, the AD ontology is presented as a knowledge representation tool to 
help designers generate and analyze concepts during conceptual design process. The 
description of the AD ontology is introduced including object properties, axioms and 
rules based on traditional AD knowledge. The application of the AD ontology is showed 
with the development process of a seat conceptual design AD ontology. The layout of the 
thesis is as the follows:  
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 Chapter 2: Literature review of Axiomatic Design and ontology. AD is introduced 
while some limitations are identified. The ontology and description logic are 
presented as the background to combine AD and ontology as a new framework to 
help engineering design process. 
 Chapter 3: Description of AD ontology. Clarifying the definition of FR, DP 
Concepts, Components and Variables and the object properties. Axioms and rules 
are introduced and explained as a significant part of the AD ontology. 
 Chapter 4: AD ontology development and application in seat conceptual design 
process. Description of AD ontology including specific axioms and rules for seat 
conceptual design is showed. Several concepts are generated and analyzed with 
the help of the AD ontology. 
 Chapter 5: A summary of AD ontology with its advantage and benefits, some 






LITERATURE REVIEW AND IDENTIFICATION OF RESEARCH GAPS 
2.1 Introduction of Axiomatic Design 
Engineering design includes numerous contents and specific knowledge such as 
electronics, material, packaging, however, those design activities all follow the basic 
design procedure including defining design task and requirement, conceptual design, 
embodiment design and detail design [1]. During the design process, it is necessary to 
identify the essential problem, establish the functional structures and layout as the 
solutions, and evaluate them at the same time. Axiomatic Design (AD) is one method in 
engineering design that connects the problems and the design solutions. It is proposed by 
Suh [2, 3] who provides two axioms for engineering design known as the Independence 
Axiom and the Information Axiom, which means to maintain the independence of 
functional requirements and minimize the information content separately. The Axiomatic 
Design can be described as follows: 
{
   





   
   
} 
Where FR are the Functional Requirements, which is the minimum set of 
independent requirements that completely characterize the design goals, DP represents 
the Design Parameters, which is the elements in the physical domain that are chosen to 
satisfy the FR. FR and DP can be considered as what we want to achieve and how we 
want to achieve it in the design process separately. All the ideal designs should follow 
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this design structure matrix with all the FR and the DP independent. Figure 2.1 shows a 
simple example of AD with the same AD structure matrix. The design task is a 
refrigerator system with the basic requirements: FR1, to freeze food for long-term 
preservation; FR2, to maintain food at cold temperature for short-term preservation. The 
relevant DP will be: DP1, the freezer section; DP2, the cooler section. The two DPs are 
two independent systems fulfilling their own FR. The goal of Axiomatic Design is to 
establish a scientific basis for design and to improve design activities by providing 
designers with a theoretical foundation based on logical and rational thought processes 
and tools.  





Axiomatic Design helps designers address design issues by providing the ideal 
design solution. It can overcome the current design limitation and provide an optimal 
solution through analysis using the Axiomatic Design matrix. For example, in designing a 
water faucet there may be the following two FRs: FR1, control the water flow rate (Q) 
without affecting the water temperature; FR2, control the temperature (T) of the water 
without affecting flow rate. The faucet that satisfies these requirements will provide 
unaffected flow and temperature [3]. Most customers prefer this kind of faucet rather than 
the one with two knobs which controls water flow and temperature of hot or cold water 
separately. To design the water valves and make them fit for the design matrix, according 
to the independence axiom, the design concept is generated. A valve can control the flow 
of both cold water and hot water, which is a knob or handle that connects to both of the 
water pipes. At the same time, another valve can adjust the water temperature by dividing 
the water pipe, which is combined hot and cold water pipe as one. Figure 2.2 shows the 
concept with two water valves described above. The design concept with these two 
valves satisfies the FR as well as the independence axioms, which is the mapping process 
Hot Water In 
Cold Water In 
Mixed Water  
Control Temperature 
Control Flow Rate 
Mixed Water Out 
Figure 2.2: Water Valve control water flow and temperature independently 
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} 
The design can still be optimized while applying the information axiom. To make 
the design simpler, one valve will be better than two if the only valve can control those 
two factors, which is to integrate two water valves into one with two degrees of freedom. 
The two water pipes meet a triangular hole on a plate that affects two flows with one 











Where delta (  ) and gamma (  ) are the two degrees of freedom that one valve 
provides, which is controlled by a handle easily. This design solution is shown as Figure 
2.3 with two degree of freedom adjustment. This example shows that the axioms affect 
the selection of the requirements, the mapping process offers the DP as the solution, and 
the design can be optimized by analyzing the design matrix.  
Axiomatic Design can also be applied in many other design areas such as 
Figure 2.3: Optimized concept with only one valve 
Control Temperature (𝛾) 
Control Flow Rate (Δ) 
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software system design, structure design, and products design [3, 4, 5, 6,]. Based on the 
two basic axioms, other corollaries and theorems can be derived such as: decoupling of 
coupled designs, minimization of FRs, integration of physical parts etc. besides the two 
basic axioms of Axiomatic Design. 
2.2 Identification of gaps in Axiomatic Design 
Even though Axiomatic Design has already been applied in various fields, it still 
has some limitations. Sometimes the axioms cannot provide the design solutions, the 
design process depends more on designers’ experience, or some successful designs 
actually do not perfectly fit the Axiomatic Design matrix. As a design tool, AD needs to 
implement other tools or methods to assist the design process. Several limitations of 
Axiomatic Design are discussed below. 
2.2.1 Inconsistency of design parameter 
When assign DPs in the structure matrix, the inconsistency of DP may lead to 
confused DP selection during the zigzag process [4]. A few examples are provided as 
below: 
1. When designing a refrigerator, the general level of FR can be: 1) freeze the food 
for long-term preservation; 2) maintain food at a cold temperature for short-term 
preservation. The corresponding DP will be the freezer section and the chiller 
section, which are the high-level systems. These DP do not involve any detail 
factors that contribute to the refrigerators design as the system concepts. The 
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actually refrigerator design is much more complicated than recognizing the 
freezer and chiller. 
2. A plasticating extruder can push the heated plastic into the mold. The basic level 
FRs are: 1) push forward the plastic; 2) heat the plastic. Then the DP will be the 
extrude screw and the heater, which are the components of the extruder. Different 
from the system concepts, the extrude screw is just one component, while the 
heater may be composed by several parts. 
3. As the example mentioned previously, the water faucet should offer adjustable 
water flow and temperature, which are the two FRs. Currently, the faucet can 
achieve it by just one handle that provides up-down and left-right adjustment. The 
DP is not even separated components but is just the angle variable of the two 
direction adjustment.  
These three examples are shown in Figure 2.4 where the scale of design 
Figure 2.4: DP as system (refrigerator); component (plasticating extruder); variable (faucet) 
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parameters is so wide including systems, components or variables. This DP inconsistency 
will confuse designers using the Axiomatic Design process to find DPs as solutions. Can 
a component help solve the task instead of a system? That answer may not be ensured by 
using Axiomatic Design. Even when the DP is sure as a system, for example, in the first 
case, FR and DP need to be decomposed to more detailed requirements instead of the 
basic freezer and chiller level. But the user will not know which DP should be selected 
and when decomposes those FRs and DPs, and on what level the decomposition should 
stop, components level or some sub system? The Axiomatic Design does not tell. The 
right process to decide which solution is correct should be presented to help designers 
apply AD efficiently and correctly. 
2.2.2 The existence of coupled designs 
One example is the BMW Turbosteamer, which reuses the energy from exhaust 
and increases the fuel efficiency by 15% composing three cycles: high-temperature, low-
temperature and cooling [5]. The high temperature circuit uses the exhaust heat of petrol-
driven cars and low temperature circuit uses the heat from cooling water of the engine. 
The high-temperature circuit is designed for reusing energy more efficiently. The low-
temperature cycle behaves as the cooling cycle of the high-temperature cycle and the 
cooling cycle, only cools the low-temperature cycle. The low-temperature cycle can 
absorb the residual heat of the exhaust gases after the high-temperature cycle does that. 
Another example is the ice cube and crushed ice dispenser [6]. The DC motor rotates in 
both directions and the blades can either carry the ice to the chute or push the ice through 
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the fixed blades then out of the chute. For both requirements, the functional and 
nonfunctional components are all the same which are coupled, failing the independence 
axiom that if it cannot provide crushed ice, it cannot provide ice cubes either. If 
considering the both direction rotation as the DP, it meets the FR (ice cubes and crushed 
ice) perfectly. But during the mapping process, the design is not generated by thinking in 
an Axiomatic Design way and the inside components are far more complicated than what 
a 2 by 2 matrix can represent. In fact, engineering design depends on lots of factors such 
as ergonomics, cost, and efficiency instead of perfectly satisfying the AD structure 
matrix. Currently, system integration is more and more important with more physical 
coupling and sometimes functional coupling [7]. Therefore, AD does not fit for all the 
design because of the design complexity especially for the detailed structure and 
information. Simply relying on two design axioms may lead to missing some design ideas.  
2.2.3 Multiple groups of FR and DP 
To analyze a design by AD, the FR is generated first. However, multiple groups 
of FR may exist by satisfying both the independence and the information axiom and the 
problem becomes how to evaluate them and choose the right one to continue the design 
process. The requirement varies depending on the design task and designers’ 
understanding. To deeply think about the problem, a designer will prefer developing the 
requirements in more detail and in different aspects; however, the Axiomatic Design 
would prefer keeping the FR as only one group with keeping it in the minimum set, 
which would miss various detail consideration of other design possibilities. Similarly, 
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multiple DPs may exist based on the same group of FRs which all fit the matrix perfectly 
as the ideal design. But the evaluation of all the possible FR and DP groups cannot be 
finished simply using the AD structure matrix. The cost of the product, the failure 
possibility, the preference of customers, the affects from the environment or the 
reliability cannot be observed simply from the Axiomatic Design matrix. Therefore, as a 
tool for the design process, Axiomatic Design is just one tool for solving the design task. 
It is powerful and has been fully developed but still has several limitations. The design 
process is actually complex and human-centered. Applying Axiomatic Design also 
requires other auxiliary tools to help analyze the design comprehensively.  
2.3 Ontology in knowledge base representation 
The axioms in AD exist in ontology based knowledge representation as well, 
which are used to define or describe the fact of objects. An ontology is a formal 
description of objects and their properties, relationships, constraints, and behaviors [8]. It 
can also be explained as an explicit specific representation of a set of concepts with a 
domain and the relationships between those concepts [9]. The implications of such 
various interpretation terms like “ontology", “conceptualization" and “ontological 
commitment" are elucidated and analyzed by Giaretta [10]. Ontology is the framework 
for establishing information and the foundation of artificial intelligence, and as it is 
developing, it has already become common on the World-Wide Web, ranging from large 
taxonomies categorizing Web sites to categorizations of products for sale and features 
[11]. The purpose of ontology is to: 1. Provide a terminology for design that can be 
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shared by all the engineers involved; 2. Define the meaning of the terminology using 
first-order logic which gives a precise and unambiguous semantics for each of them; 3. 
Develop a set of axioms capturing definitions and constraints on the terminology to 
enable automatic deduction from the design knowledge [8, 11].  
As a new research area in informatics, ontology has been developed and 
elaborated by numerous researchers. Mizoguchi [12] et al propose the research field 
called "Ontology Engineering" analyzing the depth of the ontology use in eight levels and 
its advantage. Gerstl [13]presents the conceptual part-whole relation that is suitable for 
different cognitive tasks and uses structural properties to develop the classification of 
each independent task. Guarino [14] explores the ontological foundations of the 
role/concept relationship, and analyze its implications on the practice of knowledge 
engineering. A language called FBRL is also developed to present the function and 
behavior and their relation [15]. Researchers [16] analyze the ontologies and 
formulate guidelines that facilitate the reverse construction from generic ontologies to 
refined concepts and relationships tuned to certain task environments. These guidelines 
add a novel element to the technology for knowledge sharing and reuse. In recent years, 
ontology and ontology-based information systems have been used in more and more 
fields related to heterogeneous data integration, module data management, cost 
management [17]. 
The requirements ontology includes the decomposed requirements, constrains, 
components, features and variables of the products. Previous studies have focused on the 
interoperability in product development by Axiomatic Design using ontology [18]. They 
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focus on establishing a design information model which organizes and reuses design 
information and knowledge obtained from collaborative design. The Cyc system 
generates the examples of the application of ontologies such as things, events etc. [19] 
[20]. The ontologies can be used to access sets of distributed XML documents on a 
conceptual level [21]. Walther [22]et al describe a context-definition language for 
constructing task-specific expert-system shells called model, and its role in the protégé 
system. The sharable ontologies are a fundamental precondition for reusing knowledge, 
serving as a means for integrating problem-solving, domain-representation, and 
knowledge-acquisition modules. Gruber presents that the ontology can be used in 
artificial intelligence [23]. The role of ontology supporting the knowledge base is 
described and the criteria is established and applied into several cases. In medical 
informatics area the knowledge reuse involves many dimensions, including the 
reapplication of lexicons, ontologies, inference syntax, tasks, and problem-solving 
methods [24]. Progress in the area of knowledge sharing will necessitate more practical 
experience with attempts to interchange knowledge as well as better tools for viewing 
and editing knowledge representations at appropriate levels of abstraction. Protégé is 
developed by researchers in Stanford University that supports modeling ontologies. The 
protégé provides a knowledgebase authoring environment offering the reuse of 
knowledge level problem solving methods, task models, and domain ontologies. 
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2.4 Description logic in ontology 
The description logic (DL) is used for knowledge representation. It represents the 
knowledge of an application domain by first defining the relevant concepts of the 
domain, and then using these concepts to specify properties of objects and individuals 
occurring in the domain [25]. The description logic contains logic-based semantics and 
provides reasoning which supports classifying of individuals and relating concepts. The 
hierarchical structure shows the relationship among the concepts or components as the 
ontology individuals, and the classification indicates the certain position of an individual. 
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is designed for use by applications that process 
informational details rather than just presenting information to an audience [26]. It allows 
greater machine interpretability of Web content than those supported by XML or several 
others providing additional vocabulary along with a formal semantics. OWL is the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommended ontology language for the Semantic Web, 
and exploits many of the strengths of Description Logics, including well defined 
semantics and practical reasoning techniques [27]. OWL is also developed and derived 
from other ontology language as a vocabulary extension of the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) [28]. 
The Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) is based on OWL description logic 
with practical and identifiable characteristics [29]. It includes a high-level abstract syntax 
for Horn-like rules in both the OWL, DL and OWL Lite sublanguages of OWL [30]. A 
rule is composed by an antecedent and consequent which means when the specific 
conditions in the antecedent happened, and then the consequence must happen. SWRL 
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Rules are developed as an understandable and useful expression for the ontology. Protégé 
4 is one of the knowledge acquisition systems with the framework supporting SWRL 
rules plugins. O’Connor and colleagues [31] describe the development of a configurable 
interoperation environment for SWRL built in Protégé-OWL. They also present an open-
source rule editor for SWRL that operates with the Protégé OWL Plugin, which provides 
an interactive rule editing interface [32]. A prototype has been developed to help 
reasoning with SWRL rules combined with OWL ontologies as a bridge between Protégé 
OWL and other plugins [33].  
2.5 Tools and methods in relative area 
2.5.1 Component based design 
There are other tools mentioned in component-based software engineering 
(CBSE) that has some similarity with the Axiomatic Design and the ontology. CBSE 
emphasizes the separation of concerns in respect of the wide-ranging functionality 
available throughout a given software system. It strives to create a design model from the 
analysis and architectural models. It can also be represented using some intermediate 
graph or text related with the code. Component-based design approach can be applied for 
multicore SoCs [34] complex architectures from basic components. It can also help with 
building the interface model [35] specifies for each component.  
Axiomatic Design can be applied into software system design as we mentioned 
previously, there are some similarities between the component-based design and 
conceptual design process. In the component-based design, the separation of the function 
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can ensure each component of the system can work individually without affecting others 
in the system which satisfies the independent axiom of Axiomatic Design. The objective 
in CBSE and AD are both reducing the complexity and avoiding coupling happens. 
The components in traditional engineering design usually means physical parts or 
sub-systems that compose the entire system. However, the component in CBSE can be 
considered as a modular building block for computer software instead of the physical 
components of the product or prototype. Multiple components are the elements of the 
entire program. The component-based development is a reuse based approach, which is 
widely used in informatics, programming and software design. For example, researchers 
[36] use the component-based software engineering approach to integrate these 
commercial off-the-shelf products as components into a computerized system. However, 
information reuse can also be applied in the mechanical concept design process during 
the early design stage. 
2.5.2 Component taxonomy 
Component taxonomy defines a standard vocabulary that derives uniformity and 
consistency in the representation of components [37]. It is a framework for future 
computational tools that archive, search, or reuse component knowledge during the 
conceptual design process. Some scholars listed 114 basic set of mechanical components 
to present the definition and class of the common components in engineering design [38]. 
Because all the components can fulfill one or many functions, the component 
taxonomy is connected with functions that each component fulfills. Researchers 
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presented a proposed taxonomy of elemental mechanical functions which can be used 
with many decomposition techniques [39]. The taxonomy provides a common language 
for designers to refer to the same function. The elemental functions can be used to 
standardize decomposition by providing a set of standard functions. 
Comparing to the research of AD ontology in this paper, there are some 
similarities between the component taxonomy and AD ontology. The component 
taxonomy is a function-based component classification while AD ontology contains the 
mapping between FR and DP. The component taxonomy offers function-based design 
synthesis which can be done through AD ontology as well.  
However, there are several differences between them and the AD ontology 
contains more functions. AD ontology generate components after FRs are defined 
through the zigzag mapping process. Different ontology will have a unique pool of 
concepts and components. According to different tasks, the components in the AD 
ontology will vary so that all the listed components will be parts of some concepts. 
Instead of selecting the specific sub-function among the pool of sub-functions in the 
component taxonomy, the AD ontology gives a clear scope of what are the concepts that 
are helpful for this design. 
Besides, AD ontology can analyze and distinguish concepts from coupling one to 
functional independent one after the concepts are selected based on the ontology. One of 
the fundamental of Axiomatic Design is the independent axiom, which in is implemented 
in the ontology. A concept based on multiple sub-functions maybe a functional coupled 
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concept or and independent one, which can be distinguished by the AD ontology even 
though a coupled concept may fulfill the requirements well. 
In AD ontology not only can basic components be synthesize as a concepts, 
concepts can also be synthesized to a super concepts, which may become one valuable 
solution of the design task even though coupling exists in the super concepts. Redundant 
structural concepts are the result of combining concepts fulfilling the same function, 
however, it reduces the possibility that designers may miss some of the solutions that 
have impact on the design. 
2.5.3 Decision support ontologies 
Besides the SWRL rules described to support ontology in section 2.4, there are 
other ontologies that can help weight decisions. Researchers at University of 
Massachusetts Amherst published several ontologies such as additive value function, 
analytic hierarchy process, Pugh method, utility theory [40]. Their ontologies give a 
design framework which can contribute to component, mechanics, modeling, materials. 
Analytic hierarch process (AHP) is a structured technique for organizing and analyzing 
complex decisions. An ontology-based intelligent system with AHP was developed for 
supplier selection [41]. The application can gather product information and then make the 
decision which shares some similarity with AD ontology. However, AHP ontology 
quantifies the factors while AD ontology is based on AD axioms and rules. In 
information system engineering, the decision-making ontology is applied to formalize 
decision making knowledge [42]. The ontology enhances and supports the information 
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system engineering and its application. Different ontology fundamentals are analyzed and 
used for representing decision making knowledge [43]. Other engineering design tools 
such as TRIZ can also be applied with the help of the ontology [44]. Besides all the 
existing ontology, the AD ontology introduced in this thesis can also contribute to the 
decision making in engineering design by implementing Axiomatic Design axioms and 
rules. With the help of different decision making support tools, the result based on a 





DESCRIPTION OF AXIOMATIC DESIGN ONTOLOGY 
This chapter presents the development of an ontology to capture knowledge and 
the first two axioms of AD, clarifying the definition of FR and DP in the AD including the 
Concept, Component and Variable and their relation. The class and object property are 
provided for describing the ontology, and axioms and rules are defined to supplement the 
ontology. The potential applications and advantages are discussed.  
3.1 Introduction of AD ontology 
A formal ontology is prescribed which capture the knowledge associate with 
Axiomatic Design. The ontology is computationally implemented enabling Axiom 1: The 
independence axiom and Axiom 2: The information axiom to check with an ontology 
reasoner. The description for the AD ontology is as follows. 
All the classes and the relations among them are presented in Figure 3.1. The 
classes are FR, DP, Concept, Component and Variable with the relation such as MapTo, 
RelateTo, Fulfill. The decomposition of FR and DP fits perfectly as the Axiomatic 
Design matrix while the combination of Concepts may lead to physical or functional 
coupling to some extent. Concept, Component and Variable are separated from DP but 
all connect together in the ontology as DP.  
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The FRs and DPs from the Axiomatic Design process are the basic classes in the 
AD ontology. Similar to the FRs and DPs in the Axiomatic Design, to understand the 
function and structure of the design better, higher levels of requirements in the AD 
ontology need to be decomposed and expanded as the lower level ones with more 
detailed information. DP is decided corresponding to each FR, which is the mapping 
procedure in Axiomatic Design [3]. To understand each new generated DP, several 
requirements are proposed to describe the more detailed task for their own DP. This 
Figure 3.1: FR, DP, Concept, Component and Variable with their object properties 
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zigzagging process connects the lower functional level and the higher level DP to develop 
more requirements at the lower level to satisfy the higher-level DP [4]. In this thesis, we 
call the higher level FR and DP as super-FR and super-DP, and their corresponding lower 
level as sub-FR and sub-DP. The decomposition will continue specifying the 
requirements and their physical domain until the requirement cannot be decomposed any 
more or it is not interest for designers to decompose. Usually when the components 
satisfy some standard or they can be purchased from the market easily with reasonable 
price, the decomposition will stop and leave the components as the end, lowest level DP. 
For example, for the ice maker in a refrigerator, the motor is purchased from other 
suppliers. Thus during the design process, the motor will not be worthy of decomposing 
even though there are more detailed components inside. The motor is one of the lowest 
level components with shape, tolerance, etc. as its properties or values in the ice maker 
design process. As a class, DP has property and value to describe its own characteristics. 
A higher level DP may contain more properties than adding up all properties of its sub-
DPs, because the combination of sub-DP components create the inter-sub-DP characters 
that do not exist when they are separate.   
The concept of Concept, Component, and Variable are three sub classes of 
design parameter (DP). These represent different levels of design abstraction. Concept is 
the basic unit addressing some design requirement as a system which contains several 
Components. Because the scale of Concepts is inconsistent, different Concepts belong 
to different levels. One Concept may contain a few lower level Concepts and several 
Concepts can combine as one higher level Concept. As one type of DPs, Concepts have 
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property and value to represent and describe each of them. Different from Concept, 
Component and Variable are the classes that directly address the requirement as the 
super-DP with their properties and values. Because most of the Components or 
variables are the sub-DP of other Concepts or Components, the AD ontology will 
focus more about the Concepts and Concepts derived from other Concepts. 
3.2 Ontology object property 
An object property is the relation between a domain and a range which represents 
the relation with domain FR and range DP in the AD ontology, with the information of 
some object properties listed as Table 3.1. Domain is a class description with the property 
statement that allows axioms to interpret. All the object properties are used in the 
ontology axioms. One subject can only assert the axiom if it satisfies the domain 
requirement. On the other hand, range preforms as the output of axioms, which can be a 
class or data value. Multiple ranges for an axiom are acceptable, which indicates multiple 
properties for the same subject in the domain.  
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Table 3.1: Description of AD Ontology object property 
Object Property Domain Range Inverse Of 
MapTo FR DP  
HasSubFR FR FR HasSuperFR 
HasSuperFR FR FR HasSubFR 
HasSubDP DP DP HasSuperDP 
HasSuperDP DP DP HasSubDP 
DPToConcept DP Concept RelateTo 
RelateTo Concept DP DPToConcept 
Compose Component Component HasComponent 
HasComponent Component Component Compose 
FRtoCONCEPT FR Concept Fulfill 
Fulfill Concept FR FRtoCONCEPT 
 
To present different levels of FR and DP during the decomposition process, 
HasSuperFR/ HasSubFR/ HasSuperDP/ HasSubDP are created. The object property 
between DP and Concept is RelateTo, and the object property between Concept and FR 
is Fulfill, which illustrate the real relation between these classes: the requirements map 
to the design parameter, which relate to the Concepts, while the Concepts fulfill their 
requirements. To describe the Concept clearly, Concepts are decomposed from a general 
system level to each single component with multiple levels. A system level Concept can 
contain several sub-system level Concepts. Some Concepts may achieve the same 
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requirement which means if these concepts exist in one system, the system may be 
functional coupled. Object property CoupleWith shows if one concept is coupled with 
some other one. Below the Component level, there exists Variable which is the key 
value relating to its DP. In the ontology, term Variable is different from the property of 
each class, which is provided by Data Properties. Usually when designing a system, 
Variable is not involved in the ontology 
3.3 Axioms and rules of AD ontology 
3.3.1 Ontology axioms 
The common vocabulary of ontology is usually organized in taxonomy and contains 
modeling primitives as concepts, relations, and axioms. Most descriptions for the 
ontology are about the concepts and their relations; however, axioms are also an 
important component of ontologies used to describe the relationships among the concepts 
as well [40, 41]. Axiom is the knowledge represented declaratively and rigorously that 
has to be accepted without any proof [12]. Axioms are sufficient for answering the formal 
properties of ontology. To develop a set of axioms capturing definitions and constraints 
on the terminology as mentioned previously [8], the design activity is characterized as a 
process of constructing the objects and axioms in the ontology as well as evaluating the 
satisfaction of requirements and constraints by the product structure and parameter 
values. Besides, Mizoguchi presents the axiom equivalent, which is partially declarative 




An example of an axiom is provided [42]. Husband and married are two concepts 
and the first-order logic axiom to describe their relationship where x and y are universal 
variables to represent man and woman respectively: 
(     )        (    ) -                  
Similarly, in the AD ontology, one axiom about Concept and Component can be 
defined as: 
(     )             (    )                   
Where x stands for a high level Concept and y stands for a low level Concept or 
a Component.  
In AD ontology, a 4-bar mechanism contains axioms described as: 
4-bar mechanism HasComponent some links 
4-bar mechanism HasComponent exactly 4 links 
4-bar mechanism HasComponent only link 
Those axioms define that a 4-bar mechanism that contains four and only four 
Links, three Links cannot compose this mechanism and things contain more than four 
Links are not 4-bar mechanism either. Figure 3.2 shows how the axioms of 4-bar 
mechanism work in the ontology. FR ToMoveAlongTrajectory maps to its DP, while the 
DP is related to the Concept Linkage. 4Bar among 2Bar, 5Bar and 8Bar is selected as a 
Linkage with its axioms. The 4Bar concept has its components Link as described in the 
axioms. The individual Concepts or Components are provided for selection with their 
specific properties. The axioms among various Concepts and Components define their 
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hierarchy structure and logical relationship. Different levels of Concepts are connected 
the same as the relation between Concepts and Components. 
3.3.2 SWRL rules 
SWRL rules are also an important part in AD ontology. It provides powerful 
deductive reasoning capability besides axioms. A SWRL rule includes antecedent and 
consequent part as atoms that if all the atoms in the antecedent are true, then the 




Figure 3.2: Object property of FR, DP, Concept, Component and Variable 
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Here, x1, x2 or x3 are three variables that any three people satisfying the above 
condition of this rule will satisfy the relation between x1 and x3, x3 is the aunt of x1, 
which is derived from x1 has a parent x2 and the person x2 has a sister x3. This axiom is 
one type of individual property axiom in AD ontology, which contains several types of 
atoms explained below: 
1. Class atom: consists a class or class expression and a single argument 




Concept, Track&Slider or DP are classes, ?x is a variable representing 
individuals, and DPforProvideEnergy is one specific name of an individual in 




2. Individual property atom: consists at least one object property and two arguments 




HasComponent is object property, ?x1 and ?x2 are variables representing 
individuals. The reasoning capability allows the current knowledge to be 
expanded, such as: 
HasComponent(?x1, ?x2), 
Link(?x2) 
-> HasLinkage(?x1, ?x2) 
Any concept containing Links or lower level Concept with Links can be 
defined with the property HasLinkage. An individual with the property 
HasLinkage will automatically be classified as a Concept by the reasoning 
process. 




Usually the variable in the ontology is identified as anything that satisfies the 
rules. One result of that is one individual can be considered as two variables at the 





-> HasSister(?x1, ?x3) 
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Without the different individual atom, if the parents only have one daughter, it 
will still satisfy the rule because the reasoner will consider variable ?x3 as the 
same daughter marked as variable ?x1. The variable only represents that there 
exists instead of assigning each individual as a variable separately. Similarly, the 
symbol SameAs is to claim those two individuals selected are the same thing. 
3.3.3 AD ontology rules 
Specific rules based on Axiomatic Design are designed and tested. It helps 
designers understand the design task and analyze the possible solution. The ontology can 
be fully presented by the software Protégé, which provides a clear view of all the 
definitions and their relationships. Several rules using the ontology are as follows with all 
the classes considered as individuals: 
1. To define the hierarchy and mapping structure, the rule can help track the 
relationship of FR-DP domain and range (FR and DP). Based on the lowest level of 





Where ?x1 is the variable representing an FR, which has sub-FR shown as 
variable ?x2. According to the mapping from FR to DP in Axiomatic Design, ?x2 
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maps to the DP variable ?x3 and ?x1 are supposed to map to ?x4 if the DP that ?x4 
represents is the super-DP of the one variable ?x3 represents. 
2. The relation between Concepts/Components and requirements can be achieved 







The relation between Component and FR is not shown in the previous Figure 3.1. 
However, this SWRL rule can build the relationship based on implicit knowledge 
so that the users can see what FR each of the Components can achieve by 
reasoning. The Component variable ?x1 relates to its DP variable ?x2, and the DP 
variable maps to the FR variable ?x3. The rule transmits the relation between the 
classes based on the understanding of Axiomatic Design. 
3. The Concepts fulfilling all the functions are the possible solution for the design. 
However, anything that satisfies this rule is classified as the possible solution 
which means there may be several Concepts in the DP domain that map to the 
same group of FR. In other words, the solution maybe functional independent or 












The object property HasComponent identifies the antecedent variable ?x0 as a 
Concept, which has several Component variables such as ?x1. Each of those 
Components satisfies its own FR, which is demonstrated as the object property 
Fulfill. Any Concept fulfilling all the requirements can be considered as 
PossibleSolution ignoring if they are functional coupled or not. n equals to the 
number of FRs. 
4. To determine which Concept is coupled, the next rule detects all the functions 
achieved by the Components. If two different Components fulfill the same 














The Concept variable ?x1 has two Components as ?x2 and ?x3 fulfilling the same 
FR ?x4. If the same individual atom is satisfied at the same time, and those two 
component variables fulfill the different individual atom, then the Concept is a 
coupled solution besides a possible solution. An ideal design follows the 
independence axiom that all the FRs fulfilled by the Components are different. No 
repeated FR appears which means the concept is functional uncoupled. A possible 
solution without marking as coupled solution is regarded as uncoupled design 
solution. 
 The example rules mentioned above are presented in the Protégé showing in 
Figure 3.3. Some other rules can be added such as: 4Bar(?x1) -> Linkage(?x1). SWRL 
rules provide flexible editing functions through which users can make their own rules not 
limit to Axiomatic Design rules. 
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3.4 Benefit of AD ontology 
For any design activities the AD ontology can benefit the designers. Similar to the 
advantage discussed previously, the AD ontology can be used as a guide sharing real 
design issue examples instead of normal taxonomy and vocabulary. The design concepts 
can be defined, shared, reused and generated from the ontology that makes the design 
more systematical.  
FR, DP and Concepts with their Components of the design issue are proposed 
according to AD. The Concepts serve as the design solutions, and basic level of 
Concepts can be combined together as derived Concepts, which increases the number of 
Concepts provided comparing with normal design methodology [1]. One DP may contain 
several basic level Concepts satisfying the DP independently. Thus, the combination of 
the Concepts generated from the detail DP helps propose various types of design 
concepts in a general level which increase the creativity by showing more possible 
solutions. Users can detect the basic level synthesized Concepts as the possible solutions 
if the rules certify it during the reasoning process. Besides, with the additional Concepts 
Figure 3.3: Example of SWRL rules in Protégé 4.2 
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generated from the ontology, it motivates users to produce more thoughts about the 
design and even for those complex coupled Concepts, there is a possibility that they 
become a good design after some optimization or redesign.  
The ontology expresses each concept as a coupled one or not according to the 
requirement it accomplishes. Axiomatic Design itself cannot decide if a design is good or 
bad one as a normal design tool, but the AD ontology and its rules help remind users of 
the coupling situation of those Concepts. Coupling or uncoupling is just one option that 
will be referenced for the design evaluation that AD ontology easily provides.  
3.5 Summary 
This chapter proposes the FR, DP, Concept, Component and the relation among 
them in the AD ontology. Axioms are used to define and classify the items in the 
ontology. The rules of the ontology are listed and the relationship among the classes 
based on Axiomatic Design has been analyzed. The axioms and rules are the core part of 
the ontology which is operated by software Protégé 4.2. The benefit of AD ontology is 
that it combines the advantage of both ontology and AD that defines and shares the 
engineering design issues while addressing some limitations of AD at the same time. The 
ontology offers the Concepts as DP solutions which help define the system level for the 
DP selection, and it helps to start the design solution finding process more easily. It also 
provides more Concepts by synthesizing basic or detailed Concepts which helps 
increase the design creativity. The ontology provides a computational representation of 




AXIOMATIC DESIGN ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION IN 
SEAT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PROCESS 
As the automotive industry develops, the research related to automotive products 
grows. Seat design is one of the automotive research area considering the ergonomics, 
safety, and adjustment [44]. During the engineering design process, the tasks and 
requirements should be generalized and then the functional structure and conceptual 
model are established [1]. This Chapter applies the AD ontology to the seat conceptual 
design process with the entire AD ontology developing process.  
For the seat design, the first few steps are to clarify the task and analyze the 
customers’ requirements followed by presenting the conceptual model that fulfills all the 
requirements. Based on different methods of requirement decomposition, the solution or 
DP varies. Several levels of Concepts are generated in the ontology according to the 
mapping process between FR and DP. The object properties, axioms and rules are created 
to characterize the ontology. . The seat design AD ontology application will help explain 
the general AD ontology described in Chapter 3 in detail with examples of classes, object 
property, axioms and rules  
4.1 Requirement analysis and decomposition 
The overall functional requirement for a car seat should be: 
 Moves to a comfortable position for the user 
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 Should not move if the user chooses a fixed seat position 
 Provides safety during a car crash/deform 
These requirements are so concise that it is unable to derive any specific 
conceptual design model that would need to be decomposed to help solve the real 
problem. Kirkman [45] introduced requirement decomposition from industry examples as 
one essential requirement management process. Generally this process is a procedure to 
address the design issue in more detail. The decomposed requirements include:  
 Move seat pan vertically/horizontally 
 Provide seat pan slightly ± 3° tilt 
 Tilt seat back 
 Lock 
 Fore/aft stability 
 Vertical/fore/aft assistance 
To focus on the conceptual model, moving and locking the seat pan are 
considered first among the decomposed requirements.  
According to experience and customer’s preference [46], designers found that the 
seat can be designed as move along the trajectory instead of moving horizontally and 
vertically separately. This allows shorter people to sit on the upper-front part of the 
movement diagram and taller people to sit on the lower-back corner. Therefore, the 
requirement of move vertically/horizontally can be described as move along a trajectory. 
The FR is decomposed functionally, for example, the development of the detail 
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requirement of slightly ±3° tilt is coming from the FR move. To simplify the design 
solution generation ontology, movement assistance is classified as an optional 
requirement. The new decomposed requirements for the basic seat pan conceptual model 
design requirements are shown as follows and Figure 4.1 shows these requirements in 
Protégé 4.2:  
 Move along trajectory 
 Provide slightly ± 3° tilt 
 Lock 
  
Figure 4.1: Requirements for basic seat pan conceptual model in Protégé 4.2 
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4.2 Seat design ontology defining and mapping 
4.2.1 Class in the ontology 
The seat conceptual design ontology is established based on the software Protégé 
4.2 with the interface shown in Figure 4.2. It contains several main sections including the 
(1) Class hierarchy section, (2) Rules section and (3) Description section.  






According to the decomposition of the FR and DP with the zigzag mapping 
between the functional and physical domain [47], the Concepts are generated to 
correspond to the related DP. Each possible solution belongs to the Concept containing 
Concepts or Components, related to the DP, and fulfilling the FR. In Figure 4.3, the 
ontology is expanded as FR, DP, Concept and Component. The dotted line represents the 
object property relation, such as FR maps to DP, DP relates to Concept, Concept fulfills 
FR, and Concept has Components. There are dotted arc with arrows pointing to 
themselves in these classes which shows various levels of decomposition or hierarchy 
structure. Figure 4.4 shows the decomposed FRs in the AD ontology including 
Figure 4.3: Major Class of AD ontology 
Figure 4.4: Mapping of Decomposed FR and DP in AD ontology 
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ToProvideLocking and ToMove, while ToMoveAlongTrajectory, ToMoveVertical+/-
3Degree, ToProvideEnergy are decomposed from FR ToMove. The full line represents 
the hierarchy relation of the classes. Numerous classes contain plus signs on the top left, 
which means they comprise relations that have not yet been displayed. When double 
clicking, those classes and the relations can be fully expanded. 
Corresponding DP are shown as DPforMove and DPforProvideLocking, while 
DPforMove includes DPforProvideEnergy, DPforTilt, DPforMoveAlongTrajectory. 
The mapping between FR and DP is shown in the ontology as several parallel dotted lines. 
Those DPs point to the basic level Concepts shown in Figure 4.5, such as  






(1) DPforMoveAlongTrajectory connects to GearedMechanism, RailsMechanism, 
SliderMechanism, and Linkage; (2) DPforProvideLocking connects to 
PositiveInteractionLockMechanism, FrictionLockMechanism, and 
GearedLockMechanism; (3) DPforTilt connects to ActuationMechanism, 
SlottedLinkage, TiltJoint, Linkage etc. Some Concepts fulfill two decomposed DP 
which means they satisfy both of the detail requirements. For instance, Linkage can 
fulfill the requirement MoveAlongTrajectory, while in some situations it can also meet 
the requirement of ±3º tilt. Some geared mechanisms can not only provide movement but 
also offer locking sometimes. The Concepts are composed by Component in AD 
ontology shown in Figure 4.6. For those Components decomposed from the system level, 
they indicate the necessary part of each concept. Figure 4.7 gives an example of the 
relation between Concept 4Bar and its Components Link. 4Bar belonging to Concept 
contains Component Link shown as a straight dotted line and two dotted arc after the 
reasoning process, which will be discussed later in this Chapter.  
More Concepts are generated from the basic level Concepts. For examples, 
Figure 4.6: Component in AD ontology 
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2Bar, 4Bar and 8Bar are derived from Linkage; GearedMechanism expands including 
WormGear&LeadScrew, Rack&Pinion, LeadScrew&Nut; RailsMechanism develops into 
2PiecesRail etc.. Moreover, these Concepts are combined with each other and generate 
more complex Concept. 4Bar and Rack&Pinion can be synthesized together as 
4Bar&Rack&Pinion; 4Bar&Wheel&Rail is created based on Linkage and 
RailsMechanism; 4Bar&Rack&Pinion&WormGear&LeadScrew is combined by 3 
individual Concepts. Therefore, more Concepts can be found from the basic level 
Concepts to fulfill the same requirement, which creates a more and more complex 
system for the specific DP.  
Concepts that fulfilling different DP can also be combined to fulfill the entire 
design issue. For example, one solution for the seat design can be with 
RotationalFinger for locking, 4Bar and Tiltjoint for moving and tilting, and 
SpringStorage energy to assist the movement. Numerous concepts can be created by 
selecting concepts from each of the DP groups. For a 4 DPs design task, if there are five 
Figure 4.7: Relation between Concept 4Bar and Component Link 
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Concepts for each DP, there will be 625 design solutions (5
4
). For each DP in the AD 
ontology with much more than 5 solutions, thousands of concepts can be found. In most 
of ontologies, no Variable is directly expended from the lowest system level, which 
means all the values equal to the attribute of Concept or Component. 
4.2.2 Detailed functional requirements coupling concepts  
Some Concepts can relate to more than one DP. For instance, Linkage connects 
to DPforTilt and DPforMoveAlongTrajectory with dotted lines, GearedMechanism 
relates to DPforMoveAlongTrajectory, and GearedLockMechanism, which is included 
in GearedMechanism, relates to DPforProvideLocking. Consequently, these Concepts 
can sometimes lead to a coupled design Concept. For example, for a 4-bar-mechanism as 
shown in Figure 4.8, if the length of link 2 and link 4 are different, then the link 3 will not 
only move along the trajectory but will also tilt to some degree when the 4-bar-
mechanism moves, which couples two DPs belonging to DPforMove.  
If the FR ToMove and DPforMove are not decomposed to the lower level, the FR 
and DP fit the one by one Axiomatic Design structure matrix. However, to study the 
Figure 4.8: 4-bar-mechanism 
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design issue, the functional or physical domain tend to be developed and decomposed to 
more detailed structure, which means the solution is not an ideal design by the Axiomatic 
Design criteria after the decomposition. More detailed requirements and their related 
physical domain will be of more benefit for designers by providing more design 
information. The decomposition will continue during the Axiomatic Design zigzag 
mapping until the DP domain is not worthy of further decomposition. Usually the 
decomposition stops when there is only one component left, or the system can be easily 
and cheaply purchased, such as a motor, bearing, actuator etc. which does not affect the 
entire design much. 
Another example is the WormGear&LeadScrew, which belongs to the 
GearedMechanism and it is also one part of GearedLockMechanism. The structure matrix 
for this concept is represented as Table 4.1. 















√ √    
Transmit from the 
origin to a media 
  √   
Motor driven Generate power    √  
Attach to 
seat 




The requirement ToMoveAlongTrajectory is transformed into Transmit 
mechanical power after FR ToProvideEnergy is decided as Motor driven. The 
requirement Attach to seat is added in addition to the requirement of the ontology. 
During the mapping and decomposition process, the requirement Transmit mechanical 
power is decomposed as Transmit Mechanical Energy between media, and 
Transmit Mechanical Energy from the origin to media. Since some of the 
GearedMechanism Concepts relates to both move and lock DP, the decomposed DP Lock 
and Transmit Mechanical Energy between media are combined and an attempt is 
made to find some Concept to fill the matrix. The Concept WormGear&LeadScrew 
satisfies these FR as the Drive shaft can transmit mechanical energy from the motor to 
the WormGear&LeadScrew. From Table 4.1, we can see that the FR and DP are not 
perfectly independent as the ideal design structure matrix, where the design Concept 
functionally couples the requirements move and lock. From a system level, if the FR is 
not decomposed keeping it general as move and lock, then the DP WormGear&LeadScrew 
and fit the one by one structure matrix with the FR. Ullah [48] presents that the 
integration of high-level design information including the worm gear structure for the 
seat design. He mentions that AD does not precisely define the process of deriving a DP 
from a predefined FR. The process of zigzagging produces more detailed DPs related to 
their FRs, where zigzagging is not precisely defined. However, he simply combines the 
two functions move and lock into one which is dependent and thus violates the functional 
independence axiom, claiming to keep the functional component independent as the ideal 
design. In a system with integrated components, although the system may fulfill a series 
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of requirements, functional coupling may occur as the requirements become more and 
more detailed. Thus, the help of Axiomatic Design becomes vague when detailed 
structures are involved in the sub-system level or some functional coupling Concepts are 
applied as possible solutions. 
 Most of the Concepts provided by the ontology contain components because they 
are still worthy of decomposition such as the Rack&Pinion concept which contains two 
Components Rack and Pinion. Only crucial Components are listed to help better 
understand the conceptual model of the design. For example, 8Bar only connects to the 
Link by the dotted line, but none of the joints are mentioned. The shape of each Link is 
not mentioned either even though there are specific rules for the length of each Link. 
4.3 Reasoning based on axioms and rules 
4.3.1 Object property for seat design AD ontology 
Besides the general object properties mentioned in previous Chapter, some more specific 
object properties will be introduced below. In the seat conceptual design AD ontology, 
for the relation between DP and Concept, specific object properties are built for each DP 
and its basic Concepts. For example, the domain of object property DPTiltToConcept is 
DP, and its ranges are all the basic level Concepts fulfilling this DP including TiltJoint, 
SlottedLinkage, Linkage, ActuationMechanism, and NonCircularGears. More 
information of specific object properties with their domain and range are listed as Table 
4.2. Here the ranges are the description for all the basic Concepts. These Concepts have 
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their own object properties HasComponent, where Concepts becomes domain to continue 
the next level object property in the ontology. For example, object property 
HasComponent with Linkage as its domain, has 2Bar, 4Bar, 8Bar as its range. Link is 
the range when 2Bar becomes the domain. The object property goes through a high 
system level to a detailed single part belongs to that system. 
Table 4.2: Description of specific object property between DP and Concepts 































4.3.2 Axiom for identification and classification 
With the help of those object properties, Concepts are connected with both their 
DPs and their Components. The axioms are then used to define any of the Concepts. For 
example, Concept WormGear&LeadScrew has WormGear and LeadScrew as its 
Components shown as Figure 4.9:  
The description in Protégé includes “Equivalent To”, “Sub Class Of”, and “Sub 
Class Of (Anonymous Ancestor)”. “Equivalent To” means this concept selected is equal 
to another concept or several axioms. WormGear&LeadScrew is equivalent to: 
((HasComponent some LeadScrew) and (HasComponent exactly 1 LeadScrew)) 
and ((HasComponent some WormGear) and (HasComponent exactly 1 
WormGear)). Axiom “some” indicates its existence, and “exactly” describes the exact 
number that the object property contains. Since a dog has some legs and four legs, when a 
Figure 4.9: Axioms of WormGear&LeadScrew 
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search is performed for animals, “has some legs” distinguishes dogs from fish, and “has 4 
legs” distinguishes dogs from most birds. There are many other animals with four legs 
besides dogs, so that more axioms are needed besides the leg axiom to properly define a 
dog. 
“Sub Class Of” indicates the relation between current class and other classes. 
Based on the axioms each class has, the reasoner can analyze the higher level of class the 
current class belongs. In Figure 4.9, WormGear&LeadScrew is definitely the sub class of 
Concept. There are some places marked with grey background showing the relationship 
recognized by the Protégé reasoner. WormGear&LeadScrew is the subclass of not only 
Figure 4.10: Axiom of GearedLockMechanism and GearedMechanism 
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Concept, but also GearedMechanism and GearedLockMechanism by the reasoning 
process. “Sub Class Of (Anonymous Ancestor)” shows the reason how these classes are 
classified with all the axioms their higher level classes contain. The axioms of those two 
Concepts are shown below in Figure 4.10, which is the same as the “Sub Class Of 
(Anonymous Ancestor)” of WormGear&LeadScrew in Figure 4.10.: 
GearedLockMechanism is equivalent to (HasComponent some LeadScrew) and 
(HasComponent min 1 LeadScrew) which means any Concept containing lead screws 
can be a GearedLockMechanism. This is because the thread of the lead screw can provide 
the requirement for self-locking, which limits some degrees of freedom. If the lead screw 
is used for moving the seat, then the Concept will belong to the GearedLockMechanism. 
A GearedMechanism covers all the Concepts with gears. In the example ontology, 
common gears include GearBar, Pinion, Rack, WormGear, etc. These gears as well as 
any other Concept comprising those types of gears will be recognized as 
GearedMechansim. The GearedMechanism does not mean the concept only has gears as 
Components. This relation can be shown more clearly by comparing GearedMechanism 




The axioms of 2Bar and 4Bar share the same parts: (HasComponent some Link) 
and (HasComponent only Link), in addition to possessing exactly two or four Link 
separately. The closure axiom for these two Concepts is “HasComponent only Link” 
which is displayed in place of their subclass. 2Bar or 4Bar both belong to Linkage, 
which is equivalent to “(HasComponent only Link) and (HasComponent min 1 
Link)”. The reasoner considers 2Bar and 4Bar as Linkage because they all satisfy the 
“only” condition in the axioms. The Linkage includes Link but a Concept with Link is 
not ensured as Linkage because it may contain other Components than Link. Different 
from GearedMechanism including all Concepts with Gears, 2Bar, 4Bar or other 
Linkage separates themselves from the Concepts that does not satisfy the axiom of 
“HasComponent only Link”.  
The concept HasLinkage can behave similar as GearedMechanism. Any concept 
with more than Linkage as its components will still belong to HasLinkage because the  




Figure 4.12: Concept of Geared4Bar&Rack&Pinion&WormGear&Track&Slider 
Figure 4.13: Axioms of Geared4Bar&Rack&Pinion&WormGear&Track&Slider 
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axiom of HasLinkage is without the term “only” as (HasComponent some Link) or  
(HasComponnet some Linkage), displayed as the subclass of Linkage. Thus, any 
Concept combining several basic level Concepts can show what types of mechanism it 
contains. One Concept Geared4Bar&Rack&Pinion&WormGear&Track&Slider is shown 
in Figure 4.12 shows which synthesizes several basic Concepts as a complex structure. 
The axioms of this Concept are displayed in Figure 4.13 which helps users better 
understand the structure of the Concept in addition to the basic object properties. 
Concept in Figure 4.12 combines Geared4Bar, Rack&Pinion, and Track&Slider 
which can all accomplish the move requirement. Besides the basic axioms of all the 
Components belonging to the Concept, the reasoner analyzed them to show that the 
Concept belongs to GearedMechanism, HasLinkage, and HasSliderMechansim. The 
ontology can distinguish and classify the Concepts by axioms. It helps the designer 
identify the Concept quickly and determine to which group it belongs and what basic 
Figure 4.14: Class hierarchy comparison view of inferred (left) and assorted (right) 
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level Concepts it uses. The subclass showed by Protégé shows the relation between 
different levels of Concepts similar to the dotted line mentioned previously in Figure 
4.3-4.6. The inferred class hierarchy can show the directly relation between different 
classes based on the “Sub Class Of” after the reasoning process. In Figure 4.14, there is 
the comparison view between an inferred class hierarchy where Concept contains several 
levels of Concepts and an assorted class hierarchy with paralleling listed Concepts 
before reasoning. 
4.3.3  Rules for individuals  
1. Classification of basic level concept: In Chapter 3, the rules for Axiomatic Design 
are introduced. More rules focusing on the specific ontology will be presented and 
analyzed in this section. Some of the rules can classify the concept same as what the 
axioms do, except the rules target the individuals instead of classes, such as in the 
following examples: 
2Bar(?x1) -> Linkage(?x1) 
4Bar(?x1) -> Linkage(?x1) 
8Bar(?x1) -> Linkage(?x1) 
For those classes that show their composing basic level Concepts, as previously 
mentioned Concepts HasLinkage, HasTrack&Slider, HasGearedMechanism. rules can 
be edited for those individuals: 
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HasComponent(?x1,?x2), Linkage(?x2) -> HasLinkage(?x1) 
HasComponent(?x1,?x2), HasLinkage(?x2) -> HasLinkage(?x1) 
HasComponent(?x1,?x2), SliderMechanism(?x2) -> HasSliderMechanism(?x1) 
HasComponent(?x1,?x2), RailsMechanism(?x2) -> HasRailsMechanism(?x1) 
HasComponent(?x1,?x2), GearedMechanism(?x2) -> HasGearedMechanism(?x1) 
Function fulfilled by concepts: Specific Concepts and Components are 
considered as individuals with their object properties. When the FRs are involved in the 
rules, they need to be considered as individuals instead of classes as well. All the 
requirements become individuals belonging to class FR. Several rules for the seat design 
example are as follows: 
Fulfill(?x2,?x3), HasComponent(?x1,?x2) -> Fulfill(?x1,?x3) 
SliderMechanism(?x2), HasComponent(?x1,?x2) ->HasSliderMechanism(?x1) 
Pinion(?x3), Rack(?x2), HasComponent(?x1,?x2), HasComponent(?x1,?x3) 
-> Fulfill(?x1,FRMoveAlongTrajectory) 
There are two cases for rules that need to be analyzed. The first one is for a 
redundant structure that fulfills the same DP. The Concept contains Track&Slider and 
Rack&Pinion, which both achieve the requirement of MoveAlongTrajectory. The rules 
include: 
SliderMechanism(?x1) -> Fulfill(?x1, FRMoveTrajectory) 
SliderMechanism(?x2), HasComponent(?x1,?x2) -> HasSliderMechanism(?x1) 




GearedMechanism(?x2), HasComponent(?x1,?x2) -> GearedMechanism(?x1) 
Figure 4.15: The description and property of test concept for possible coupling solution 
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With the GearedMechanism defined by axioms and the general rules defining for 
coupling in Section 3.2, the results are showed in Figure 4.15 with the object property 
and description for the Concept and its Components. Test concept 1 has Components 
Rack and Pinion, and test concept 2 has Component Track and Slider. Concepts 1 and 
2 are the Components of concept 3. After the reasoning process based on the relative 
axioms and rules, from Figure 4.15 we can find that test concept 1 belongs to the 
SliderMechanism which is coupled with concept 2 while fulfilling 
FRMoveAlongTrajectory. Test concept 2 presents a similar result. Test concept 3 
belongs to GearedMechanism while also belonging to HasSliderMechanism. Because its 
two Components fulfill the same requirement, concept 3 fits in 
PossibleConceptSolutionCoupled. 
The second case is for those functional coupling Concepts with the self-locking 
property. Test concept 4 has component LeadScrew and WormGear, with the help of the 
following rules shown in Figure 4.16: 
Figure 4.16: Rules contribute to reasoning WormGear&LeadScrew concept 
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The Concept containing a lead screw inherits the self-locking property from the 
lead screw, which classifies the Concept as GearedMechanism and 
GearedLockMechanism. The Concept with these two classes fulfilling two FRs is a 
coupled solution. The description and property for WormGear&LeadScrew is displayed in 
Figure 4.17. Concepts with other functional coupled properties and relevant rules will 
yield a result similar to PossibleConceptSolutionCoupled.  
4.4 Seat design concept selection and analysis based on AD ontology 
Several design concept examples generated from the AD ontology listed in Table 
4.3 with their concept number and sketch. The basic level concepts are selected first 
which relate to their DP according to the ontology, and then those basic concepts are 
synthesized and optimized if possible. SWRL rules can help identify the property of each 
concept based on AD axioms. The structure of each concept is analyzed so that the effect 
of using AD ontology in the real design process can be shown, while valuable design 
Figure 4.17: The description and property of WormGear&LeadScrew concept 
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concepts are simultaneously accomplished. The result shows the benefit of using the 
ontology and analyzes the limitation of Axiomatic Design 
Table 4.3: List of concepts generated and discussed in Section 4.4 













4.4.1 4Bar Movement/2Bar tilt/HydraulicCylinder lock 
The first example is based on basic level Concepts as shown in Figure 4.18. 4Bar 
is selected as one of the Linkage relating to the DP of moving along trajectory; 2Bar as 
Linkage can also be used to tilt, satisfying the DPforTilt, and HydraulicCylinder is 
chosen from DPforProvideEnergy to provide the power to move and the ability to 
behave as a lock when the movement stops. When all the DPs are related, the selecting 
process is finished. Next, the layout of the design needs to be developed. Usually the 
tilting mechanism is placed on top of the moving mechanism because it is easier for the 
4-bar mechanism to support the force than the 2-bar mechanism when they are moving. 
Adjusting the degree of the entire system needs more force than putting the tilt part on 
top of the moving system, which is more stable and reliable. The hydraulic cylinder lock 
is used for both of these 2 Linkage mechanisms. Figure 4.19 displays the basic sketch of 
this Concept.  
Figure 4.18: Concept selection with 4Bar/2Bar/HydraulicCylinder from AD ontology 
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After the reasoning process with the help of axioms and SWRL rules, the result 
in Figure 4.20 shows that the Concept fulfills the requirement of 
MoveAlongTrajectory, Tilt and Lock. The design includes 
Figure 4.19: Concept with 4Bar/2Bar/HydraulicCylinder 
Figure 4.20: SWRL rules result for the Concept with 4Bar/2Bar/HydraulicCylinder 
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FictionLockMechanism and HasLinkage in its structure. The Concept does not show its 
type as either CoupledWith other concepts or PossibleConceptSolutionCoupled, 
which means this solution satisfies the independence axiom in AD. The rules affecting 








The 4-bar mechanism is the simplest Concept that couples the requirements of 
move vertically and horizontally which turn to the requirements of move along trajectory 
by adjusting the length of its four Links. The two Links 6 and 7 are the Components of 
the 2-bar mechanism, while there are fixtures on Component 4 and 6 fulfilling their 
movement, satisfying the requirements of ±3° tilt. Even though the detail Components 
make the number of DPs far more than the number of FRs which is redundant according 
to AD, if the 4-bar mechanism and the tilt mechanism are considered as two sub-systems, 
these two sub-systems and the related lock systems satisfying the ideal AD structure 
matrix. Lock1 and Lock2 represent the locking FR of two directions, which are the sub-FR 
of FRLock. Table 4.4 provides the detail information for each component and the FR they 
satisfy. It proves that the design can fit the ideal structure matrix in a system level 
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because regardless of the scale used, each system has its own function. Below the lowest 
system level, more parts exist including cooperating parts and non-functional parts. To 
develop the layout of the design, those parts need to be considered and analyzed beyond 
the application of Axiomatic Design because FR cannot cover those aspects. 
Table 4.4: Axiomatic Design matrix for full developed components of concept 4.4.1 
















√ √ √ √     
slightly ± 3° 
Tilt 
    √ √   
Lock move       √  
Lock tilt        √ 
 
The benefit of this Concept is the simple structure. As described before, this 
concept contains only eight components without considering the fastening and electrical 
parts. Fewer parts can reduce the cost of manufacturing and assembly which is the 
ultimate goal for most of companies. 
The shortcoming of this concept is that the moving distance it can achieve is 
limited. If the passenger wants a ten inch movement adjustment, the front bar and the 
back bar must be much more than that length, which takes much room between the floor 
and the seat in a vehicle. It wastes the room since nothing else can be aligned there 
involving with the seat movement. Another problem of this 4-bar mechanism for the seat 
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is the strength. To ensure the seat is strong enough during a crash of the accident, the 
long bars which stand all the force should be thick enough, and more attention needs to 
be given to the connection and fastening parts. 
4.4.2 8Bar Movement/TiltJoint/RotationalFinger lock 
As shown in Figure 4.21, this example is based on an 8-bar mechanism, which is 
developed from 4-bar-mechanism as a moving system fulfilling the requirements of 
MoveAlongTrajectory. TiltJoint and RotationalFinger are also selected from the 
ontology to fulfill their requirements separately. Different from the front bar and the back 
bar linked directly to the base, there are four assist bars in the 8-bar mechanism, which 
Figure 4.21: Concept selection with 8Bar/TiltJoint/RotationalFinger from AD ontology 
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connects the front bar and the back bar. According to the AD structure matrix, various 
Components are coupled together for the same function such as the assist bars 4, 5, 6, and 
7 are all used for moving. The tilt function is achieved by the TiltJoint which is similar 
as the 4 bar-mechanism. The rotation of the TiltJoint changes the angle of the joint 
connecting with the seat pan, which relates to DPforTilt and fulfills FR of 
ToMoveVertical+/-3DegreeOnTrajectory. The rotational finger is used as the lock 
mechanism because it is appropriate for both the moving and tilt mechanism installed 
behind Components 2 and 10. The sketch of this concept is shown in Figure 4.22. Figure 
4.23 shows that the Components in this Concept are uncoupled, which fulfill different 








Table 4.5 provides information concerning each component and its FR. The 
structure of 8-bar-mechanism reduces the distance between the floor and the seat pan. At 
the same time it increase the strength those linkages provide since there are more 
Components in the system. From Table 4.5, we can see that although this Concept is 
extremely coupled, functional redundant assist bars ensure the safety of the movement. 
Even if one of the assist bars breaks, the entire system would still work. It proves that 
there are other factors involved in the design besides the independence and information 
Figure 4.22: Concept with 8Bar/TiltJoint/RotationalFinger 
Figure 4.23: SWRL rules result for the Concept with 
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axioms, such as the safety consideration in this concept. If safety or reliability becomes 
another FR, those assist bars can be recognized as its DP. However, the Axiomatic Design 
is not useful in proposing the concept because the safety factor is discovered when 
analyzing the structure by Axiomatic Design after the solution has been generated.  
 Table 4.5: Axiomatic Design matrix for full developed components of concept 4.4.2 














√ √ √ √ √   
slightly ± 3°  √ √ √ √  √ 
Lock 
move/tilt 
     √  
Thus, sometimes Axiomatic Design cannot be used as a tool to generate the 
solution since it is based only on independence and information axioms. 
4.4.3 Rail/2Bar tilt/HydraulicCylinder lock/TrackBrake lock 
This Concept example is built by Rail, 2Bar and TrackBrake. In the ontology, to 
relate to the DPforProvideLocking and mapping its FR of ToProvideLocking, the 
TrackBrake is selected from ClampsLock which belongs to FrictionLockMechanism. 
Similarly, hydraulic cylinder lock is used to lock the tilt movement. 2Bar is chose to 
fulfill the tilt requirement as Linkage, and RailMachanism is used to move along 
trajectory. This selecting process is presented in Figure 4.24. The Concept is decoupled 
considering the two independent sub-systems as move along the trajectory and tilt. The 
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concept rail including Components 1, 2, and 8 is selected from RailsMechanism related 
to the DP for move. Components 4 and 5 are built as a 2-bar-mechanism to tilt which is 
similar as concept 4.4.1. Hydraulic cylinder lock is chosen from DPforProvideEnergy 
and used for controlling the movement and lock of the tilt mechanism. It connects  
between the seat pan and the seat base. The track brake which belongs to 
FrictionLockMechianism is designed as the lock for the rail. The selection of the 
Concept rail and track brake as a group shows that the moving mechanism is manually 
without motor or other assist. The rail is installed with an angle and even with a constant 
curved shape so that it fulfills the trajectory moving. There are several rules that affect 













Figure 4.25: SWRL rules result for the Concept with 4Bar/2Bar/HydraulicCylinder 
Figure 4.24: Concept selection with Rail/2Bar/HydraulicCylinderLock/TrackBrake 
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√ √     √ 
slightly ± 3°   √ √    
Lock move     √   
Lock tilt      √  
 
The SWRL rules result is shown in Figure 4.25. According to the reasoner, the 
Concept is uncoupled even though there exist two lock Concept, which fulfill two 
different lock requirement. The Concept contains Linkage and RailMechanism besides 
the FrictionLockMechanism. Figure 4.26 presents the sketch of this Concept and Table 
4.6 displays the main Components and the FR to which they map to. 
Figure 4.26: Concept with Rail/2Bar/HydraulicCylinder/TrackBrake 
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Different from the previous two Concepts, the rail mechanism can provide a long 
enough track for the movement and enough strength to withstand a car crash. It is 
attached to the floor, making it move space efficient than the 4-bar or 8-bar mechanisms. 
The rail mechanism is widely used and applied widely in the seat design. Nevertheless, 
the rail structure is more difficult to manufacture compared to the simple Linkage 
utilized by in the previous two Concepts. The cost of manufacturing the rail is much 
more than the cost of those Links. And those bearings also make the system more 
complicated. Simplicity in the Axiomatic Design theory does not necessarily equal 
simplicity in the real product. Thus, after considering the appearance of the design 
matrix, AD must also consider other various complex processes before making a 
conclusion, rather than simply relying on the independence and information axioms.  
4.4.4 Worm Gear&Lead Screw/VerticalActuator 
This Concept includes WormGear&LeadScrew, which belongs to both 
GearedMechansim and GearedLockMechanism as shown in Figure 4.27. The coupling 
structure is explained in Section 4.2.2. With the help of the reasoning process, the SWRL 
rules recognize this Concept as PossibleConceptSolutionCoupled as shown in Figure 
4.28. This Concept is classified as GearedLockMechanism, GearedMechanism, 
MotorDriven and with VerticalActuator. It fulfills the FR of ToProvideEnergy 
besides the FRs achieved in previous concept examples. The axioms of 
GearedMechanism and GearedLockMechanism are shown in Figure 4.9. The 
VerticalActuator is the sub class of ActuationMechanism according to the ontology 
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Based on the analysis, the Concept is presented and the sketch of the Concept is 
shown as Figure 4.29. The lead screw is driven by a motor set on the floor, when the 
motor drives the lead screw to rotate, the worm gear can move forward or backward. The 
fixture helps locate the path that the worm gear travels with rollers rolling on the floor 
and attaching on the seat pan base the other side. The angle of the thread gives this 




Figure 4.27: Concept selection with WormGear&LeadScrew/VerticalActuator from AD ontology 
Figure 4.28: SWRL rules result for the Concept with WormGear&LeadScrew/VerticalActuator 
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The vertical actuator is selected as the concept to tilt the seat. The front side of the 
seat pan is located with an axle, and the vertical actuator controls moving the end 
vertically. Controlled by electronic components, the actuator will fix its position when it 
stops moving. The matrix analysis is provided in Table 4.7. 


















√ √ √ √ √   
slightly ± 3°      √ √ 
Lock move √ √      
Lock tilt       √ 
 
The worm gear has low efficiency for transmitting energy because when the 
motor rotates, the rotation of the thread leads the location of the worm gear connecting 
Figure 4.29: Concept with WormGear&LeadScrew/VerticalActuator 
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with the seat pan base. The structure is relatively precise which means it costs more than 
the linkage mechanism. However, this concept benefits from its integrated structure and it 
helps get rid of the brake system, which is used in many types of car seats. By adjusting 
the moving of the motor and actuator, the seat can achieve both of the moving 
requirements, and there is no other procedure for users to locate the seat position. Similar 
as the analysis in Section 4.2.2, this concept violates the Axiomatic Design to some 
extent, and the help of Axiomatic Design fades during studying the detailed structures on 
the sub-system level. A fully developed structure of the function model with some 
functional coupling may appear which is acceptable, but Axiomatic Design does not 
support those structures by simply applying its theory. Some of the coupling designs are 
still valuable to keep as solutions for further analysis. 
4.4.5 Double WormGear &Lead Screw/Wheel&Rail 
This Concept combines two WormGear&LeadScrew concepts and Wheel&Rail 
together to achieve both trajectory and tilt movement shown in Figure 4.30 and the sketch 
for the Concept is shown as Figure 4.31. Similar as Concept 4.4.4, the lead screw is 
driven by the motor so that when the motor rotates, the worm gear and the parts 
connected with it can move forward or backward along its path. The Concept 
Wheel&Rail installing parallel to the lead screw provides the path for the transmission 
mechanism. Both sides of the system have the same components and structure. Thus, for 
this double worm gear and lead screw Concept, when the two motors synchronize their 




Figure 4.31: Concept with Double Worm Gear& Lead Screw/ Wheel&Rail 
Figure 4.30: Concept selection with Double WormGear&LeadScrew/Wheel&Rail from AD ontology 
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The SWRL rules result in Figure 4.32 indicates the couple feature of this 
Concept, which contains WormGear&LeadScrew that achieve both move and lock 
requirements while Concept Wheel&Rail perform as a redundant component for the FR 
ToMoveAlongTrajectory besides WormGear&LeadScrew. In this concept, when only one 
of these two motors rotates, the two links connected with worm gears will not maintain 
the same position. For example, in Figure 4.31, if worm gear 1 moves left while worm 
Figure 4.32: SWRL rules result for the Concept with Double Worm Gear& Lead Screw/ Wheel&Rail 
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gear 3 keeps its position, the seat pan will tilt counterclockwise. If the worm gear 1 
moves right while worm gear 3 sustains its position, the seat pan will tilt clockwise. In 
fact, even if the two motors move at the same time, and their rotation ratios are different, 
the tilt can still happen. The distance between the two worm gears determines the tilt 
angle.  
Because of the lead screw, the self-locking characteristic eliminates other locks in 
this Concept. Table 4.8 provides the fully developed components analysis by Axiomatic 
Design. 



































√ √ √ √ √ √   √ 
slightly ± 
3° 
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  
Lock move √ √ √ √      
Lock tilt √ √ √ √      
 
According to Table 4.8, not only do the Components fulfill the requirements of 
move and lock, but also most of the Components fulfilling the requirements of move 
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along trajectory and tilt are coupled. The system is so coupled that from the structure 
matrix, we can see nineteen out of thirty-six positions are taken which means at least half 
of its components are related with more than one function. Actually, worm gears, lead 
screws and motors are involved in all the functions. Any failure among these components 
will lead to the failure of the entire system.  
However, if the DPs are replaced as other physical domains instead of the fully 
developed Components, the result can be different as listed in Table 4.9. The two lock 
requirements are combined as one and new DPs are filled in the matrix as follows: worm 
gears move with constant distance between them; worm gears with changing distance 
between them; and without movement. After these changes, the Axiomatic Design 
structure matrix shows an ideal result for the same concept that is extremely integrated 
and coupled. 
Table 4.9: Alternative Axiomatic Design matrix of concept 4.4.5 
FR\DP 
Worm gears move with 
constant distance 
between them 





Move forward/back √   
slightly ± 3°  √  
Lock position   √ 
 
Concept 4.4.5 is actually a functional coupled design, but by revising the structure 
matrix without changing any structure, the coupling disappears from the appearance. 
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Similar to the limitation discussed in Section 2.2.3, the selection of DP varies from system 
to variables, and the result can be presented extremely differently based on the selection 
which is inconsistent. Even for judging whether the design is coupled or not, the result 
can be changed according to the DP selection. This shows that the analysis through 
Axiomatic Design is subjective which is not reliable. It works sometimes but it is not 
trustworthy in some other situations, and that is why some designs with the coupling 
matrix are still applied in daily life. Axiomatic Design as a tool to examine and evaluate 
design gives a reference for designers and just a reference. 
4.4.6 Analysis of other AD ontology concepts  
The AD ontology for the seat design generates total 1188 possible concepts with 
720 independent concepts and 468 coupled. Table 4.10 lists the all the sub-system level 
concept solutions fulfilling the requirement of “Move”, “Lock” and “Tilt”.  
In the sub-system level, there are 29 solutions for FRMoveAlongTrajectory, four 
for FRTilt, and 15 for FRLock. Among the 29 sub-system level concepts, there are 12 
independent one, which can also be considered as the basic level concepts. There are 
seven coupled concepts that redundantly fulfill FRMoveAlongTrajectory. Eight concepts 
coupled FR of move and lock, which are composed by LeadScrew with self-lock 
property. Even though solutions for FRMoveAlongTrajectory might be coupled or 
independent, the solutions for FRTilt, and FRLock are all independent. Therefore, the 
number of independent solutions is calculated as: 
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The eight FRMoveAlongTrajectory solutions that couples FRLock all have 
LeadScrew as the component with self-lock mechanism. Combining the four solutions to 
fulfill FRTilt, there will be 32 solutions which is calculated as        
For the solutions redundantly fulfill FRMoveAlongTrajectory, any Lock or Tilt 
solutions that combined with them will be coupled solutions because the sub-system is 
coupled. The number of this type of concepts is: 
            
With the slotted link concept that couples Move and Tilt requirements, there will 
be 15 concepts by combining all the locking solutions. Concept 4.4.5 is the only case that 
couples three requirements. Therefore, the total number of concepts is: 
                        
Table 4.10: Sub-system level concept solutions 
Sub-system concept solution FR fulfilled Coupled with 
2 Gear Bar, Rack Move N/A 
Geared 4 Bar, Rack, Pinion Move N/A 
Geared Bar, Worm Gear, Lead Screw, Nuts Move Lock 
4 Bar Move N/A 
8 Bar Move N/A 
Slotted 4 Bar Move Tilt 
4 Bar, Track and Slider Move Move 
Rack and Pinion Move N/A 
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Rack and Pinion, Nuts Move N/A 
Rack and Pinion, Slider Move Move 
Track and Slider Move N/A 
Rail, Rack and Pinion Move Move 
Wheel and Rail, 8 Bar Move Move 
Wheel and Rail, 4 Bar Move Move 
Rail, Track and Slider Move Move 
1 Piece Rail Move N/A 
2 Pieces Rail Move N/A 
Rail and Wheel Move N/A 
Rail, Lead Screw, Nuts Move Move 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw, 4 Bar Move Lock 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw, 8 Bar Move Lock 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw, 4 Bar, Rack and Pinion Move Lock 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw, Track and Slider Move Lock 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw, Rail and Wheel Move Lock 
Worm Gear, Lead Screw Move Lock 
Double Worm Gear, Double Lead Screw Move Lock, Tilt 
Lead Screw, Nuts Move Lock 
4 Bar, Crank Move N/A 
Track and Slider, Crank Move N/A 
Cam Lock Lock N/A 
Clamps Lock Lock N/A 
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Disc Brake Lock N/A 
Grip Lock Lock N/A 
Hydraulic Cylinder Lock Lock N/A 
Pneumatic Cylinder Lock Lock N/A 
Paw Lock Lock N/A 
Piezo Lock Lock N/A 
Pin Lock Lock N/A 
Ratchet Brake Lock N/A 
Rotational Finger Lock N/A 
Screw Lock Lock N/A 
Sliding Ratchet Lock Lock N/A 
Spring Clutch Lock N/A 
Track Brake Lock N/A 
TiltJoint Tilt N/A 
2 Bar Tilt N/A 
Actuator Tilt N/A 
None Circular Gears Tilt N/A 
 
There are three other test concepts generated which are used to validate the 
axioms and rules of the ontology. Concept 4.4.6 contains Track&Slider, Rack&Pinion, 
TrackBrake and 2Bar. 2Bar fulfills the tilt requirements independently. TrackBrake 
does not have function other than lock. However, because both Track&Slider and 
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Rack&Pinion exist in this concept and both of them fulfill the moving FR. Based on the 
rules, the ontology shows it as a coupled solution. The AD ontology can apply the 
independent axiom in the analysis and help designers make the decision if the concept is 
coupled or not. 
Concept 4.4.7 contains RotationalFingerLock, Rack&Pinion and TiltJoint 
which fulfill their FR independently. Based on the components this concept contains, the 
Figure 4.33: Description of three test concepts (4.4.6, 4.4.7, 4.4.8) 
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reasoner identifies that the concept fulfills all the requirements and at the same time it 
does not find any component that fulfills the same requirement. Designers who use the 
AD ontology can tell this concept is functional independent without any sub-system level 
coupled components based on the Axiomatic Design axioms and rules. Then designers 
can make their further evaluation about this design solution.  
So it is concept 4.4.8 with Wheel&Rail, TiltJoint and HydraulicCylinderLock 
as its components. Figure 4.33 shows the axioms and the reasoning results of these three 
concepts. All eights concepts introduced in Chapter 4 are selected for analysis while 3 
coupled and 5 independent concepts are among these eight concepts, while the SWRL 
rules show the same result as the designer’s analysis. 
The AD ontology can provide design ideas just as other component level design 
methodologies. However, the AD ontology can focus more on the specific design tasks 
and support multiple design solutions including the coupled design. Even though the 
design concepts can be either functional coupled or independent, the decision is still 
made by designers. The AD ontology is a tool to show the result of implemented axioms 
and rules at the early design stage. It recognizes the classification of sub-system 
components. It shows whether these components fulfill all the requirements or not and if 
these components in the concepts are functional coupled or not. 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter shows the building of the AD ontology for the seat conceptual design 
application. It first presents the requirements analysis for the seat conceptual design issue 
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and then develops the AD ontology for the design task. The reasoning process for the seat 
design AD ontology is provided with the help of object properties, axioms and rules. 
Several concepts are generated and then analyzed in the ontology. 
During the design process, the requirements vary depending on the method of 
decomposition and the perspective for the design task, which address the design into 
various directions with different solutions. 
The ideal matrix is not of much help for designers when developing the integrated 
system, which fulfills a series of detailed requirements including some coupling 
functional requirements. The AD ontology offers solutions with detailed structures in the 
sub-system level, where some functional coupling concepts are possible solutions as well.  
The object properties, axioms and rules are all significant parts of the AD 
ontology which show the user how the ontology works and provides beneficial 
information. Concepts containing GearedMechanism, Linkage, or SliderMechanism are 
classified with the requirements each Component fulfills. The displayed information by 
the reasoning process also shows if the Concepts are functional coupled or not. 
Eight concepts are generated from the seat design ontology by selecting basic 
concepts relating to their DPs and fulfilling their FRs. They are used to validate the 
accuracy of the axioms and rules of the ontology. Among those concepts, five concepts 
are analyzed separately with the help of SWRL rules which shows the benefit of applying 
Axiomatic Design into ontology. At the same time, it also analyzes the reason why 
limitations exist in Axiomatic Design and how to deal with those limitations. The AD 
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ontology provides numerous possible design Concepts with the reasoning result based on 
axioms and rules. The combination of basic level Concepts can be considered as the 
design Concept if all the FRs are fulfilled by those Concepts. The analysis of those five 
Concepts shows that  
1. The AD ontology can help generate design solutions by offering basic level 
concepts. It helps increase the creativity of the users by combining the basic level 
concept as a possible solution. The ontology includes the advantage of AD axiom 
but not limits to AD, which is the tool to examine and evaluate if the design 
concept fulfills the independence and information axioms or not. 
2. Below the lowest system level, more non-functional or cooperating parts exist, 
which are not included in the AD structure matrix but provided with AD 
ontology. Components contributing to the design structural layout are also 
significant, while below the system level, numerous components fulfill one 
general requirement which usually will not be decomposed. AD ontology offers 
more useful information for those components. 
3. Designers must consider other factors such as cost, reliability, and safety, in 
addition to the independence and information axioms in AD, the ontology serves 
with the help of but not limited to AD axioms, and more analysis is needed 
besides AD. 
4. Some coupling concepts exist, and they are acceptable and are provided by AD 
ontology. The ontology allows coupled design concepts to be involved in the 
concept selection if they fulfill the requirements. A system contains coupling to 
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some extent. The analysis only based on an AD structure matrix is unreliable 
sometimes because the DPs are decided subjectively which may lead to the user 





SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
This chapter outlines how AD ontology relates back to the research gaps and 
solves the limitation of AD by the analysis of the seat conceptual design case study. A 
summary of the research is provided and some possible future work based on AD 
ontology is identified. 
5.1 Summary of Research 
This research is formalized based on the definition of AD and its relative 
literature and implemented in a DL ontology. The AD ontology is demonstrated and 
applied on a seat design example. The answers to the research questions are listed in 
Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Answers to research questions listed in Chapter 1 
Research Questions Answers 
What tools can we develop to address the 
limitation of Axiomatic Design?  
AD ontology classifies DP in different 
level allowing the basic level concepts to 
combine which relate to the DP and fulfill 
the FR. 
Can we combine the ontology and 
Axiomatic Design to 1) facilitate the design 
process and 2) define and share design 
knowledge and experience?  
The axioms in AD are applied in the 
ontology which helps analyze the design by 
reasoning process, while the ontology 
define and share the knowledge 




To develop the AD ontology, the FR, DP, Concept, Components and their relations 
in the ontology are proposed. Axioms are used to define and classify the items in the 
ontology, while SWRL rules are used to implement to AD axioms based on Axiomatic 
Design. The axioms and rules are the essential part of the ontology. AD ontology has the 
advantage of formalizing the AD “concept” knowledge and the AD axioms. It defines 
and shares the engineering design issues and maps between functional and physical 
domains while addressing some limitation of AD at the same time. The ontology offers 
the concepts as DP solutions which help define the system level for the DP selection, and it 
helps to start the design solution finding process more easily. It performs as the 
repository of concepts with the combinational property by synthesizing basic concepts 
which helps increase the design creativity. The ontology provides uncoupled or coupled 
concepts which all fulfilling the FR. The most important property of the AD ontology is 
the ontology object properties, axioms and rules, which not only define and share the 
engineering design concepts, but also help analyze the generated concepts based on AD 
rules. The object properties, axioms and rules show how the ontology works and how the 
information it provides is of value. 
To explain the function and the structure of the AD ontology better, it is applied 
to a seat design as an example for presenting the AD ontology. In the application, the 
requirements for the seat conceptual design issue are analyzed first. The requirements 
vary based on the perspective for the design task and its associated decomposition, which 
leads the design into various directions with different solutions. Then the classes in the 
AD ontology for the design task are built. The reasoning process for the seat design AD 
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ontology is provided with the help of establishing specific object properties, axioms and 
rules. After setting basic concepts relating to their specific DP, several concepts are 
selected by synthesizing basic level concepts. The combination of basic level concepts 
can be considered as the design concept if all the FRs are fulfilled by those concepts even 
the system is coupled then they are analyzed with the help of the ontology. Concepts 
containing basic level concepts with detailed structures in the sub-system level are 
classified based on the requirements fulfilling by the component separately. The 
reasoning process displays information which shows if the concepts are functional 
coupled or not. 
Concepts are selected to analyze by the seat design AD ontology. According to 
the result of the AD ontology for seat design, there are 1188 concepts generated, 
including 720 independent and 468 coupled. In the sub-system level, there are 29 
concepts for moving the seat along trajectory, 4 concepts for tilt, and 15 concepts for 
lock. Among the concept for moving along trajectory, there are 12 independent concepts, 
7 concepts coupling with similar concepts fulfilling the same requirement, 8 concepts 
coupled with the lock FR, one concept coupled with tilt FR, and one that coupled all three 
requirements. The ontology analysis based on the reasoning results shows not only the 
correct results of the seat concepts, but also the benefit of using the AD ontology: 
1. The AD ontology offers basic level concepts, which can be combined to generate 
higher level system. New concepts may be found during this process which shows 
that the AD ontology can help increase the creativity of the users by providing the 
possibility of combing current concepts. After selecting the basic level concepts, 
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the AD ontology can tell if the integrated concept fulfills all the FRs or not with 
the help of reasoner based on object properties, axioms and rules. A concept 
fulfilling all the requirements can be considered as a feasible design solution.  
2. The AD ontology can show if a concept is coupled or not as a possible solution. 
AD independence axiom is applied in the ontology as SWRL rules. Eight test 
concepts’ results analyzed by both ontology and human are the same which 
validate the effect of the AD ontology. The reasoner only judges the coupling 
status of a concept according to the independence axiom. The decision of 
rejecting or accepting a coupled concept is still made by designers because some 
of the coupled concepts are still valuable as the uncoupled.  
3. The AD ontology classifies a concept by identifying its component, such as 
GearedMechanism, HasLinkage. The user of the AD ontology can check the 
simplicity of a concept based on the classification one concept belongs. The 
number of components one concept contains is also a significant factor provided 
for users to judge the complexity of a concept according to information axiom. 
4. The AD ontology shows the Components contributing to the design concept at a 
certain level. Below this level, it is not worth of decomposing for the entire 
system development. A motor is the end of the decomposition just like a link in 
the ontology. 
5. AD is a tool to examine and evaluate a concept, while AD ontology provides 
opportunities to check other factors such as cost, reliability, and safety in addition 
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to the independence and information axioms in AD. The ontology serves with the 
help of but not limited to AD axioms, such as data properties  
5.2 Future work 
Besides the development and analysis of the AD ontology, there are several future 
work can be done to continue this research. The AD ontology should be applied to other 
design problems. Also, more users with different background should use, evaluate, and 
give feedback to this ontology. Applications can be developed to this ontology beside 
Protégé. The ontology can also support a knowledge base morphological analysis. 
Besides the benefits of the ontology, there are some limitations of AD ontology, which 
can be studied as future research and include but are not limited to the following:  
1. Apply AD ontology to other design problems: In this thesis, the AD ontology is 
only applied into the seat conceptual design process. Focusing on the functional solution, 
the ontology can also help in other design issue in engineering design, especially for the 
conceptual design process. For example, the other design problems can be potato fries 
cutting machine, automatic sandwich maker, or screw feeder. The further research goal 
can be the practical applicability of the AD ontology with other design problems. 
2. User study for the ontology validation: The role of the ontology is to help 
designers by providing specific concepts and their structures. Therefore, user study is 
needed to test how much the ontology can be of help for the design issue. The study 
includes the time needed to be familiar with using the ontology, the recognition of the 
information that the ontology provides, the percentage of correct information delivered 
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from the ontology, and the comparison of the conceptual design result with and without 
the help of ontology. Besides these, ontology for other design activities should be 
developed to check if the application of AD ontology is universal. A large amount of 
research work can start from this AD ontology area 
3. Develop an ontology based application: The protégé is not widely used among 
engineering designers currently. As the AD ontology can benefit designers, the challenge 
will be to fulfill AD ontology application in the software which is commonly used by 
designers. This can highly increase the influence of the AD ontology during conceptual 
design and the opportunity of further AD ontology development. 
4. Support a knowledge base morphological analysis: The AD ontology helps 
designers increase their creativity by combining basic level concepts to generate more 
design solutions. The combination of some components may help designers come up with 
other ideas. Currently all the concepts AD ontology provides are based on existing 
technology. The further research can focus on a fully knowledge base morphological 
analysis besides the combination of current solution. 
5. The information update limitation: The information in the AD ontology needs to 
be updated to share the knowledge correctly, which performs similar as the database. 
However, the design task is more complicated and the changes will happen a lot than 
normal by defined information. The design activities involve numerous redesigns, 
optimizations, and verifications, even in the conceptual design process. These changes 
cannot be prevented. That means the ontology has to provide correct information that 
updates simultaneously. Possible future work can be the automatic update for the AD 
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ontology with the identification of current and revised information addressing the same 
issue. 
6. The adjustment for different ways of requirement decomposition: During the 
requirement decomposition procedure, several groups of FR can be generated, which is a 
problem for AD as well because AD cannot compare and choose way of mapping and 
decomposing between the functional and physical domains. Therefore, several AD 
ontologies need to be built based on how the requirements develop. The study of 
requirement decomposition is needed for building the ontology, which helps guide the 
way the AD ontology is to be built. Only with the correct and useful FR and DP can the 
ontology help designers while the efficient method to define the FR and DP for the 
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